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σ-Hole interactions are a subclass of non-covalent interactions wherein an area of positive electrostatic potential on the extension of a 

covalent bond forms a net attractive interaction with an electron-rich site. The tetrel Bond (TtB) is a σ-hole interaction where the 

electrophilic atom is an element of Group 14 of the periodic table. The strong interest in this interaction is related to the pivotal role of 

carbon in organic and bio-chemistry [1]. 

However, the reduced polarizability of carbon makes this element the less prone in the Group to be involved in TtBs formation. In 

relation to our work on methonium derivatives as TtBs donors [2], we propose bis-pyridinium methylene salts as a second model 

system to study the geometric and energetic features of this force on -CH2- derivatives. The obtained crystal structures present short 

and linear contacts between the methylene carbon and various nucleophiles; the formation of these interactions is interpreted as the 

result of the strong electron withdrawing effect of the positive nitrogen atoms directly bound to the carbon. 

The crystal structures were studied with various tools to assess the nature of the contact, resulting in the unequivocal confirmation that 

the interactions presented should be considered TtBs, thus complementing our previous study on barbituric acid derivatives [3]. TtBs 

on these compounds are found to be robust enough to be able to drive the crystalline packing of specific adducts and build distinctive 

architectures. 

 

 

Figure 1. Ball and stick representation of one representative structure described in this work. TtBs are black dotted lines, geometrical 

features of the interaction are displayed close to the lines. Color code: grey carbon, whitish hydrogen, light blue nitrogen, purple 

iodine. 
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